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Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen is associate professor of
systematic theology at Fuller Theological

Seminary in Pasadena, California. An Introduction to

the Theology of Religions: Biblical, Historical &

Contemporary Perspectives is the second book of his
that we are publishing. It follows up on his initial
book with us, An Introduction to Ecclesiology:

Ecumenical, Historical & Global Perspectives. Both of
these volumes build on Kärkkäinen’s training and
unique background and experience. IVP editor Gary
Deddo thought it was about time that readers got to
know him a little better.
Deddo: Veli-Matti, I know you are originally from
Finland and have recently been appointed to teach
theology at Fuller Seminary. Could you tell us first a
little bit more about your background and how you
came to take this position at Fuller here in the
States?
Kärkkäinen: I did my master’s degree at Fuller in
the mid 1980s. Following my graduation, I served as

pastor in Finland, then
went out to Thailand to
teach for several years, back
to Finland to serve in the
leadership of a theological
college, and finally in 2000,
I joined Fuller faculty.
Deddo: We have already published one book of
yours on ecclesiology, and we’re now preparing a sec-
ond book on a Christian theology of religions. You
obviously have a special interest in these topics.
Perhaps we could talk a little about each one. First,
how and why did your interest in ecclesiology arise? 
Kärkkäinen: My concentration in doctoral and
postdoctoral studies (University of Helsinki, Finland)
was ecumenics and dogmatics. That led me to an
active involvement in the World Council of Churches
and ecumenical dialogues. One of the key issues is
how to understand the church and its mission, espe-
cially in light of the fact that most growth happens

T h e  T h e o l o g y  o f  R e l i g i o n s  i n
G l o b a l  P e r s p e c t i v e

O l d  T e s t a m e n t  
T h e o l o g y  a s  M i d r a s h

This fall, IVP publishes volume one of John
Goldingay’s Old Testament Theology. Goldingay

is David Allan Hubbard Professor of Old
Testament at Fuller Theological Seminary and is
perhaps best known for four books—Approaches to

Old Testament Interpretation, Theological Diversity and

the Authority of the Old Testament, Models for Scripture

and Models for Interpretation of Scripture—that may
now be seen as preparatory for this magnum opus.
IVP’s Dan Reid talked with Goldingay about the
project.
Reid: A three-volume Old Testament theology is
an ambitious project. Has it been on your mind for
a long time?
Goldingay: Twenty-odd years, I guess—certainly
from the time I wrote my dissertation. In the 1980s
and 1990s I accumulated a file full of outlines for an
OT theology, but I couldn’t find them when I

continued on page 3
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outside the West and among newer churches.
Deddo: Evangelicals have not especially con-
centrated on this topic. Why do you think that
is? Why do you think evangelicals should be
mindful of ecclesiology?
Kärkkäinen: Ironically, evangelical churches,
including Pentecostal-charismatics, are among
the fastest growing churches. Yet, evangelicals
have been more “doers” than “thinkers.”
Sooner or later comes the need to try to under-
stand what, if any, is the distinctively evangelical
contribution to ecclesiology. While it may mean
going beyond established traditions, it can never
be ignorant of the rich theological and spiritual
traditions both in the East and West.
Deddo: Your second book takes up the matter
of Christian approaches to other religions.
Your book makes clear that this topic has cer-
tainly been addressed from a wide variety of
angles. Could you say why you think there is
such diversity? Some might think that the
divergence arose primarily because not enough
attention has been given to biblical authority.
How would you respond to that supposition?
Kärkkäinen: My years of teaching in
Thailand, an extremely religious and pluralistic
soil, convinced me of the importance of
addressing the issue of other religions. Yes,
many evangelicals think that we can settle the
issues just by reference to the Bible. That’s not
quite true we need to build on the biblical

Trinity and Religious Pluralism

(Ashgate, winter 2004), I
include a whole chapter on
Christian-Muslim relations
from a distinctively trinitar-
ian perspective, based on 
a years-long encounter
between Catholics and
Muslims in France. The
Trinity, understandably, is
one of the main topics here.
Deddo: Both of these books
are meant to be introduc-
tions. What audience did
you have primarily in mind
for them? How did that
influence your approach to
these topics? 

Kärkkäinen: Yes, these are both introduc-
tions to the topic, meant for seminary and
(upper level) college students in theology and
religious studies as well as pastors and mission-
aries who want to keep up with recent devel-
opments. The writing style is lucid, yet based
on original sources. What makes my books dis-
tinctive is that I also include non-
Western/contextual voices as equal dialogue
partners to established Western theologies. 

guidelines, but how we do
it is a quite challenging
topic.
Deddo: How do you eval-
uate the current state of
affairs in the study of reli-
gions? Do you think a kind
of nondescript pluralism
will prevail?
Kärkkäinen: In the acad-
emy, for sure, the prevail-
ing attitude is a kind of
nondescript pluralism,
nurtured by the rise to
prominence of postmo-
dernity. Yet among the
churches, I believe, an
inclusivistic attitude seems
to be dominant when we look at the whole
spectrum of Christian churches. We evangeli-
cals, coming typically from quite an exclusivis-
tic mindset, are debating about the possibility
of opening up to the challenge of other reli-
gions, without losing our distinctive features
such as biblical authority.
Deddo: Does a theology of religions provide
direction for Christians approaching Muslims?
Kärkkäinen: Encountering Muslims is one of
the key issues in the theology of religions. The
Roman Catholic Church has been on the fore-
front here, and in my forthcoming book,

Theology of Religions, continued from page 1

IVP New Testament Commentary Series Nearing Completion

Fifteen years ago or so, when we were in the
conceptual stages for The IVP New

Testament Commentary Series, we asked, “Is
there a need for yet another series?” In
response David Scholer commented wryly,
“Well, people in the church like to read them,
and biblical scholars like to write them!”

With the fall 2003 release of 1-2

Thessalonians by G. K. Beale and Romans by
series editor Grant R. Osborne, our series is
nearing completion. The series has always
emphasized relevance to the contemporary

church and has sought to bridge the worlds of scholarship and practical
application. Still, there has been room for fresh insights. Greg Beale, in
particular, has grappled with and brought to the fore in his commentary
the “already and not yet” character of New Testament eschatology and
its emphasis on the new creation. 

Grant Osborne argues that Romans is first of all a letter through
which Paul introduces himself and addresses specific needs of the church
in Rome. Through the course of the letter, Paul offers a detailed sum-

mary of his gospel. Without a doubt, Romans
is one of the most significant books of the
New Testament, and it merits careful study.
Osborne offers a balanced, useful overview of
many recent studies of the letter while sug-
gesting helpful contemporary applications.

Readers of the series will also be glad to
know that Alan Johnson’s work on 1
Corinthians will be available in 2004. The cen-
tral theme he develops is Paul’s theology of
the cross as lifestyle. 

The IVPNTC Series serves best in under-
graduate courses or seminary courses that stress application or homilet-
ics. The series seeks to build on the best of contemporary scholarship
without succumbing to detailed technical analysis. A user-friendly for-
mat allows for exposition of the text at the top of the page with supple-
mental notes at the bottom. These commentaries equip pastors, Bible
study leaders and teachers for their ministries within the church.
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finally started writing one. I think I threw
them away at the time of our move to the
U.S.A.
Reid: You have commented that you may be
the first Englishman to write an Old
Testament theology. If that’s so, what on
earth have England’s Old Testament scholars
been doing all these years? Did it require
transplanting one to southern California to
warm—or shock—an OT theology into
bloom?
Goldingay: Actually the comment was that
I hoped to be the first Englishman to write a
full-length Old Testament theology. Ronald
Clements wrote a short one. Theology in
general hasn’t been a very English preoccupa-
tion. It must be the weather. Actually it’s
more something to do with church history,
and for that matter broader intellectual his-
tory—theology is a more Reformed enter-
prise and therefore a more Scottish interest,
not so much an English one.
Reid: How did you go about actually writing
this volume? Have you been chipping away at
it for years? Or did you decide to “just do it”?
Goldingay: A bit of both, really. As I said,
the idea has been in my mind for a long time.
But in 1999 I finished some work on Isaiah
that I had been preoccupied with for a
decade, and I thought I had better get on
with this project before I die. The new mil-
lennium seemed a good time to begin it,
though I couldn’t start on January 1st, 2000,
because we have the Rose Parade going past
our condo, so on January 2nd I started writ-
ing seven hundred words a day and did that
for a couple of years, working through the
Old Testament story. Then I spent a year
reworking it, reading other people’s work
again, writing footnotes, etc.
Reid: The title of this volume is Israel’s

Gospel. How should we understand this title?
Goldingay: The basic idea is that the Old
Testament story is a gospel-type story. The
New Testament gospel is a story—it’s the news
that God became incarnate in Jesus for us, died
for us, rose from the dead for us. But the word
gospel comes from the Old Testament, and there
it refers to the fact that God has been involved
in person, in power and grace, in Israel’s story. I
have been trying to write about the way God
was involved like that.
Reid: How does this first volume figure in
the three-volume scheme?

on your thinking?
Goldingay: I think what happened was that
in working through the text I noted the way
it talks about God having surprises and hav-
ing a change of mind, so I found myself trying
to deal with those themes. Then after that, I
discovered the openness of God debate, so I
put some references in the footnotes in the
same way as other things.
Reid: As an evangelical Old Testament
scholar, you are at peace with what we could
call the broad consensus of critical scholar-
ship. Is there something within evangelical
theology that provides a touchstone for your
positive view of criticism?
Goldingay: Maybe the basic thing is the
evangelical doctrine of sin. As the people of
God, we have always been liable to miss some
of the thrust of what God wants to say to us.
Our understanding of Scripture is always
liable to be affected by our culture and our
traditions and so on. The main point about
criticism is to help us escape from ourselves
and get to Scripture itself. Of course it is also
affected by culture itself, so you can’t swal-
low everything critics say. Anyway, you
would get indigestion.
Reid: Readers will find you warming to post-
modern themes. What is it within the post-
modern climate that you find conducive to
the kind of Old Testament work that most
interests you?
Goldingay: I suspect it’s the other way
around—that is, our particular cultural cli-
mate makes us interested in certain aspects of
Scripture or enables us to see certain things
in Scripture that other contexts might not
have seen—as it also makes us not see other
things so clearly. Particularly, modernity
skewed the way everyone viewed Scripture.
One example would be the postmodern inter-
est in narrative with its specificity, which
gives us access to the prominence of narrative
in Scripture as a way of doing theology.
That’s a big difference from the way I would
have written an Old Testament theology
twenty years ago. That’s why I had to throw
away those outlines, really.
Reid: As an Old Testament scholar, you
clearly strive to help us hear the Old
Testament on its own terms. How do you see
your role as an Old Testament scholar within
the classic divisions of labor in the theological
enterprise?

Goldingay: The first volume is me trying to
think about the theological implications of
that story itself. The second will be more like
traditional theology—it will have chapters on
the nature of God and the nature of human-
ity and so on. The third will be about the
response God looks for—ethics, worship,
spirituality and so on.
Reid: In your mind, what is an Old
Testament theology? Are you going to deliver

to us a perspective that would have been in
the mind of an Ezra or endorsed by a ben
Sirach or Paul? Or is it something else?
Goldingay: I guess I hope Paul would
endorse it, but I’ll have to ask him, though
maybe there’ll be a shorter line of people
waiting to talk to ben Sirach. It’s an attempt
to state what we can believe about God and
us on the basis of the Old Testament as a
whole, looked at on the assumption that any
extra information the New Testament gives
us doesn’t so radically change the slant of the
picture that it means there was something
misguided about the way people formerly
knew God. 
Reid: Of this first volume you say in the
preface, “I am writing a theological midrash.”
Could you elaborate on that? 
Goldingay: Actually midrash is a slippery
word, but what I am referring to there is that
when the Old Testament story reached its
final form, Jewish people carried on “rewrit-
ing it,” filling in the gaps, applying it to new
circumstances, drawing out lessons from it.
So what I am doing is retelling the story
again in such a way as to draw inferences
from it that enable us to interact with it—so
my version is more analytic than the Old
Testament itself—but in such a way that the
story itself is allowed to speak.
Reid: Readers will notice you saying things
that resonate with so-called openness theol-
ogy. Has that movement had any influence
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THE NEW TESTAMENT GOSPEL IS A STORY.

BUT THE WORD GOSPEL COMES FROM THE

OLD TESTAMENT, AND THERE IT REFERS TO

THE FACT THAT GOD HAS BEEN INVOLVED

IN PERSON, IN POWER AND GRACE, IN

ISRAEL’S STORY.

Old Testament Theology, continued from page 1

continued on page 5
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Anthony Tomasino’s lucid
and informed introduction

to Second Temple Judaism
arose from his own teaching of
laypeople while he was pursu-
ing his Ph.D. at the University
of Chicago and then later as a
pastor. Dissatisfied with the

available textbooks on the subject, he decided to
write his own. The result is Judaism Before Jesus:

The Events and Ideas That Shaped the New

Testament World. Tomasino’s wonderfully read-
able narrative is further enhanced with boxed-
text features focusing on points of interest along
the way. If you teach New Testament and are
looking for a book that will take students into
the Jewish world of the New Testament—and
one that they will actually read—try Tomasino.
As Michael Wise sums it up, “Tomasino strikes
that difficult balance between substance and
presentation that all authors explaining their
specialties pursue yet few accomplish. This
book is just a great read.”   

Long regarded as the best single
resource on Islam for
Christians, Cross and Crescent

has been reformatted for a U.S.
audience. Colin Chapman’s
highly practical and accessible
treatment of Islam is valuable
not simply because Islam is a

current talking point but because Muslims are
increasingly our neighbors, our students, our
professors and, with hope, our friends.

Perhaps we have thought that
the problem of race relations is
too contemporary an issue for
ancient Scriptures to address;
perhaps we have been afraid to
face the rumored racism buried
in our Bible. Nevertheless, 
J. Daniel Hays’s From Every

People and Nation: A Biblical Theology of Race (a
new volume in the New Studies in Biblical
Theology series) examines the cultural back-
ground of the ancient world and its impact on
biblical culture, and finds in the Scriptures a
thread of ethnic diversity and a call for the peo-
ple of God to transcend ethnicity. The promise
left with us is that God’s throne at the climax of
history will be surrounded by people of every
tribe and language, every people and nation.

H. Wayne House, distinguished professor at
Faith Seminary in Washington, and Gordon
Carle, Ph.D. candidate at Claremont Graduate
University in California, believe that the prolif-
eration of new religious movements has helped
create doctrinal confusion in the church. Many
Christians don’t know the core truths of the

Much contemporary reflection
on worship focuses on praxis
rather than theory or theology.
Harold M. Best, former dean of
the Conservatory of Musicat
Wheaton College and author of
Music Through the Eyes of Faith,

offers a corrective in Unceasing

Worship: Biblical Perspectives on Worship and the

Arts. Best’s starting point is God as Continuous
Outpourer; because we are created in his image,
we too are continuously outpouring ourselves in
various directions. Thus all of us, Christian or
not, are unceasing worshipers, whether of God
or false gods. 

In eloquent, weighty prose, Best spells out
the implications of his thesis for congregational
life as well as artistic action. This is sure to be a
landmark book for the field of worship studies,
providing a much-needed foundation for and cri-
tique of contemporary practices.

The Bible Speaks Today Series
continues with an insightful
study of the perhaps over-famil-
iar topic of prayer. What is
often studied and taught about
prayer extrapolates far from
scriptural sources—patriarchs
and apostles, psalmists and

prophets—such that understanding prayer often
becomes more a sociological or psychological
exercise than a biblical study. With The Message

of Prayer, church planter and Bible teacher
Timothy Chester reminds us that even as how
we pray shapes our beliefs and actions, what we
are brought to believe by the trinitarian God
should shape the way that we pray. 

Gregory A. Boyd’s new book Is
God to Blame? arose out of his
concern to respond to those in
his congregation who found
themselves in trying circum-
stances asking the question
“Why?” He found many people
stuck with both theologically

and philosophically inadequate replies that left
them personally at a deficit. He was especially
concerned that the person of Jesus Christ was
rarely presented as central to the guidance given
to those suffering. While poignant and personal,
Boyd addresses the issues of biblical interpreta-
tion, theological formulation and philosophical
critique in an accessible yet richly informed way.
Addressing the general reader, Boyd provides a
thorough investigation of the relationship of
God and suffering that redirects our questioning
to God’s own reply in Jesus Christ. This book
will be of value in both pastoral and academic
contexts, by Christians and seekers alike. 

Christian faith, nor do they
know how to respond to those
who espouse unorthodox
beliefs. With the firm convic-
tion that God has sufficiently
and finally revealed himself in
Christ and through the Bible,
the authors review biblical doc-

trines such as revelation, Christ’s divinity, sin,
the atonement, faith and works, the resurrec-
tion, and the second coming. Each chapter out-
lines the biblical basis for the historic orthodox
position and then analyzes and refutes specific
deviations from these truths. Doctrine Twisting

will enhance your students’ understanding of
the essential doctrines of the Bible and help
them counter the doctrinal errors of unortho-
dox religious movements.

Brian J. Dodd—a church planter
and New Testament scholar as
well as director of Share Jesus!, a
church-based evangelistic min-
istry—has written an excellent
book on church leadership.
Empowered Church Leadership is a
discerning book that eschews the

allure of purely secular standards and techniques
and calls us to rely on the power of the Holy Spirit
as taught so clearly by the apostle Paul. Principled
and practical, the book offers questions for reflec-
tion and discussion at the end of each chapter.
Dodd is also the author of The Problem with Paul

and Praying  Jesus’ Way.

A few years ago Michael
Emerson and Christian Smith’s
landmark book Divided by Faith

argued that white evangelical
theology inadvertently perpetu-
ates racial division in American
churches. Readers then wanted
to know what could be done to

develop multiracial congregations. Some answers
can be found in the new book One Body, One

Spirit: Principles of Successful Multiracial Churches by
sociologist George Yancey, one of Emerson’s co-
researchers. Michael Emerson’s foreword says,
“Drawing extensively on the first-ever national
study of multiracial congregations, [Yancey]
uncovers seven main factors that these congrega-
tions have in common. . . . Contained in the book
is the very heart of what it takes to transform
one’s church into a multiracial congregation, and
what it takes to develop together once a church is
demographically multiracial.” 

&n e w  
noteworthy
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Goldingay: I think theologians are like peo-
ple painting a portrait of a lion from different
angles and perspectives (the Bible says God is
like a lion). An Old Testament scholar is one
of the portrait-painters, pressing other por-
trait-painters and people walking around the
portrait gallery not to ignore this angle on 
the lion.
Reid: Is there anything in particular that you
think an evangelical Old Testament theology
has to offer the broader enterprise we call
Old Testament theology?
Goldingay: One would be a point I have
implied already, that evangelical study of the
Old Testament works within the framework
of the gospel—that is, it assumes that a key
to understanding Scripture is the theme of
God’s grace being at work. Another is that
evangelical study of Scripture assumes that
the whole of the Old Testament issues from
communication between God and people—
the entire Old Testament is the Word of
God and demands and invites us to pay heed
to it. I hope I don’t give up on any aspects of
the text as if they were merely human ideas
and not divinely validated ones.
Reid: If, as you say, “the agenda for Old
Testament theology is set by the Old
Testament as a whole and the agenda for bib-
lical theology is set by the Scriptures as a
whole,” is it conceivable that if you were to
write a biblical theology, some of the
“results” of your Old Testament theology
would need to be modified? And as profes-
sors are wont to ask of students on exams,
“Why or why not?”

Goldingay: Ah, I don’t believe in exams, so
I may not be able to answer the question. In
this first volume I have handled it by having a
chapter on the NT story to close off the
study of the story as a whole. I’m not sure
what would be the answer to the question
with regard to the other two volumes, but as
my editor, you will be the first to know!

Reid: In your last chapter—on the New
Testament!—you make a striking point
about “Yhwh’s submitting to death” in the
Old Testament story and that “Jesus’ execu-
tion is the logical conclusion to that story of
paying the penalty and bearing the cost of the
world’s restoration.” How do you see Yhwh
“submitting to death”?
Goldingay: I guess it’s a metaphor, but
maybe I could explain it like this. Jesus him-
self was submitting to death all his life, cer-
tainly all through his ministry—he was on
his way to death, that was where his story
was inevitably going, he was dying to himself,
denying himself, daily. If he was revealing
God to us, one would expect to find that this
had already been true about God through the
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Need a quick, colorful, inexpensive introduction
to Jesus and the Gospels?  Something that will

grab students’ attention and keep it for your Intro.
to the New Testament course? A recent addition to
the IVP Histories series, Jesus and His World by
Peter Walker is perfect for undergraduates who
need an overview of first-century Palestine, of what
it meant for Jesus to be a Jew, what he sought to
accomplish and how he went about achieving those

goals. Maps, photographs, artwork and artifacts are generously dis-
played throughout the book.

The search for Celtic wisdom is trendy these days. The success of
Riverdance, Thomas Cahill’s How the Irish Saved Civilization and the
music of Enya are only a few indications. J. R. R. Tolkien even antici-

pated this, dismissing the term Celtic as “a magic bag,
into which anything may be put, and out of which
almost anything may come.” In Christianity and the

Celts, also in the four-color IVP Histories series, Ted
Olsen digs beneath the layers of sentimentalism to
introduce readers to the world of the Celts and their
interaction with the Christian faith. From their
beginnings as northern raiders of the first Roman
Empire and the eventual infiltration of the north by

the Holy Roman Empire, to the Celts’ safeguarding of Western history
and learning, their foundational monastic traditions and distinct mysti-
cal practices, and the ongoing Celtic renaissance, Olsen offers readers an
engaging portrait of men and women whose ability to intrigue and fasci-
nate is as strong today as it ever was. 

Introducing Two New IVP Histories

THE VERB MOST COMMONLY TRANS-
LATED “FORGIVE” IN THE OLD

TESTAMENT IS THE VERB THAT REG-
ULARLY MEANS “CARRY.” YHWH WAS

CARRYING ISRAEL’S SINS, THE

WORLD’S SINS, BEARING IT IN HIM-
SELF, THROUGH THE STORY.

Old Testament story, and that is what you
do find. I am struck by the fact that the verb
most commonly translated “forgive” in the
Old Testament is the verb that regularly
means “carry.” Yhwh was carrying Israel’s
sins, the world’s sins, bearing it in himself,
through the story—otherwise Israel and the
world would have been destroyed long ago
and many times over. The story only contin-
ued because Yhwh was paying the price
inside to enable it to continue. So the cross is
the logical end term of the Old Testament
story, the great concrete embodiment of
what God has been doing through the Old
Testament story. 
Reid: Finally, you paraphrase Bonhoeffer as
saying, “Only when people have learned to
take the Old Testament really seriously can
they be entrusted with the story of Jesus.”
Can you give us a midrash on that?
Goldingay: I think one of Bonhoeffer’s
examples is this: Christians have often reck-
oned that it is eternal life for the soul that
really matters, but the New Testament doesn’t
believe in eternal life for the soul independ-
ently of the resurrection of the body. It talks
about the resurrection of the whole person.
It assumes the body matters. Now that
assumption is worked out much more sys-
tematically in the Old Testament—the New
Testament can therefore build on that
assumption. But because Christians ignore
the Old Testament they don’t take for granted
the things the New Testament takes for
granted, and they end up with a thin and
therefore heretical faith. I want to rescue
them from heresy. 
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getics be taken seriously by philosophers? 
The fruit of years of study, writing and inter-

action, Victor Reppert shows in this book that
while Lewis’s argument is not complete and does
not answer every question someone with technical
training in philosophy could validly raise, it is nev-
ertheless sound. He does this by probing Lewis’s
line of argument, answering serious objections to it
(including the famous interchange between Lewis
and philosopher Elizabeth Anscombe), and then

filling out Lewis’s argument by clarifying the notions of rational inference
and materialism. Reppert goes on to show that The Argument from
Reason is not one argument for accepting a theistic understanding of the
universe as opposed to a naturalistic one, but several. On the basis of our
acceptance of the validity of rational inference, essential to the scientific
enterprise itself, Reppert generates seven formulations of The Argument
from Reason. In a subsequent chapter he demonstrates that the upshot of
these arguments is that the fundamental fact of the universe must be
rational and that theism is a worldview (although not the only one) that
comports with this fact, while naturalism, its main rival, does not. This
book will certainly be of interest to those who value Lewis’s apologetics
but also for those concerned about the current debates taking place in aca-
demia and throughout our culture that assume some sort of materialistic
worldview. 

Daniel Dennett’s book Darwin’s Dangerous Idea boasted in its title
of the damaging potential that Darwin’s thinking has for expla-

nations of our world which involve the intentions of a purposive mind.
But according to philosopher Victor Reppert’s C. S. Lewis’s Dangerous

Idea, it’s Lewis who has the even more dangerous idea, one that com-
pletely undermines a Darwinian account of how the minds of scien-
tists came to be and the claim that science itself ought to be taken 
seriously.

Reppert, when a young Christian, came across Lewis’s dangerous
idea in chapter three of Miracles: A Preliminary Study. There Lewis sets
out what has been called The Argument from Reason: namely, that
naturalism is self-refuting because it is inconsistent with the validity of
reasoning. The argument so captured Reppert’s fascination that years
later he defended Lewis’s line of reasoning in his doctoral work in phi-
losophy. Along the way Reppert discovered that Lewis’s popularity
was no measure of his respect among contemporary philosophers.
Although Lewis received university training in philosophy, achieving
the highest marks for his work, and also began teaching philosophy,
he was not and did not consider himself a philosopher. But is Lewis’s
argument nevertheless worthy of serious consideration? This question
became somewhat more pointed when Lewis was criticized by some
from within Christian quarters. Reppert set out to rigorously analyze
Lewis’s argument against naturalism. Can Lewis’s arguments for
Christianity stand up to philosophical scrutiny? Should Lewis’s apolo-

C. S. Lewis or Charles Darwin: Who’s More Dangerous?

two end points on a continuum, to show that his own essentialist
approach can incorporate their best insights, answer arguments against
classical theism and avoid weaknesses in their respective formulations
which might qualify or even dismiss (in the case of Hartshorne) certain
aspects of the traditional doctrine of God.

In the final two chapters it becomes clear that unresolved tensions in
the classical formulations of the simplicity and immutability of God
underlie a number of current debates regarding how best to construe the
relation of the Christian God to creation. Not only have these notions
been challenged by twentieth-century theologians and philosophers, but
they are also difficult to square with distinctly biblical and Christian
claims such as belief in the Trinity, the incarnation, divine freedom and
personality. Richards carefully sorts through these particular doctrines
and finds that, although certain of the most stringent formulations should
not be sustained, much of the traditional content and conviction can be
preserved.

The Untamed God exemplifies philosophical theology in the service of
Christian orthodoxy at its best. Its trenchant analysis and constructive
proposal provides resources for responding to the challenges brought
against classical theology from the quarters of atheism, agnosticism, pan-
theism, panentheism and process theology. This is a finely crafted and
timely book on matters crucial to defending and understanding a biblically
grounded Christian doctrine of God. 

Although philosophy and theology are reputed
to not be on speaking terms, Jay Wesley

Richards gets them talking—about fundamental
aspects of the doctrine of God, namely how best
to construe God’s relationship with a contingent
creation. Committed to maintaining biblical
fidelity, Richards brings to bear the resources of
analytic philosophy and classical theology upon
issues raised both from within and without his-
torical orthodoxy. 

Richards first sets out what he views as the core tenets of
Christian theism. God exists, God has created everything else that
exists, all that exists depends upon God, God is sovereignly free with
respect to creation and exists independent of it, God is perfect, God is
triune, and the Son of God was incarnate in Jesus Christ. But
Richards finds that these theological claims deserve careful scrutiny,
since certain formulations of them may indeed rule out, for instance,
either God’s sovereignty or God’s freedom to create and to become
incarnate for us and our salvation. 

To attempt to resolve these issues without significant compro-
mise to the core tenets of classic Christian orthodoxy, Richards finds
the conceptual tools of modal logic significantly helpful. He engages
the thought of Karl Barth and Charles Hartshorne, who represent

Building Rapport Between Philosophy and Theology
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cultural contexts. Facility in biblical literature
would be required, but knowledge of extra-
biblical sources would also be essential to
paint an adequate picture. Consequently
Campbell recruited six scholars to cover the
ground: Victor H. Matthews was selected to
report on the ancient Near East, Daniel I.
Block on ancient Israel, Steven M. Baugh on
Greek society, Susan M. Treggiari on Roman
society, David W. Chapman on Second
Temple Judaism and Andreas Köstenberger
on marriage and family in the New
Testament.

These scholars together provide a veritable encyclopedic perspective
on the social and ethical arrangements of these institutions during bibli-
cal times. This volume will prove to be a valuable resource not only for
biblical studies but also for those interested in the history of the institu-
tions of marriage and family and the contemporary ethical and sociologi-
cal controversies surrounding them today.  ■

Concerns about marriage and family span the ages, and our age is
no exception. In fact, current debates regarding these institu-

tions often assume much, positively or negatively, about how they
operated in biblical times. But what do we really know about the
ideas and customs related to marriage and family of several millennia
ago? In what sense was ancient Israel or Jewish society in New
Testament times patriarchal? Was it all bad? How did the attitudes
and practices of ancient Israel and the church compare and contrast
with their surrounding cultures? To what degree did they overlap or
diverge? Was there a widespread and long lasting consensus regarding
sexual promiscuity, divorce and homosexuality, or were there radical
differences either across time or between cultures? And what about
the treatment of widows and children and attitudes toward celibacy,
adoption and abortion? Insight into these questions would not only
illuminate our understanding of biblical texts but also provide some
perspective on our current debates.

It was clear to Ken M. Campbell, editor of the new collection
Marriage and Family in the Biblical World, that no one person could
supply all the expertise needed to even begin to describe marriage and
family as they traversed several millennia and intersected a number of

Marriage Through the Millennia

Mapping Current Cultural Conditions

The word postmodernism has now percolat-
ed into the vocabulary of pretty much

anyone who has any cultural awareness at all.
While some in academic circles are saying it
has passed, it’s not obvious that its passing
has a lot to do with the achievement of clarity
regarding our present cultural condition or
that we’ve moved on to another as-yet-to-be-
named permutation of Western culture. The
church, called to meaningfully address the
surrounding society with the gospel, has in

some ways just begun to try to respond to the changing flow of cul-
tural currents, regardless of its name. A complicating factor in this
task is the fact that clarity and agreement within the church about
the contours of our present intellectual, moral and social condition
are  also lacking.

Robert C. Greer, who has served as a pastor and missionary,
wrote Mapping Postmodernism in the hope of helping the church
understand and respond in a biblically faithful way to our current cul-
tural context. Greer helps the reader get a basic orientation to post-
modernism and its impact on the church. He then lays out four alter-
native responses to the ensuing debate regarding the postmodern cri-
tique: foundational realism, post-foundational realism, post-founda-
tional antirealism and post-foundational middle-distance realism.
Greer helps the reader sort through the options by taking a careful
look at four representative theologians: Francis Schaeffer, Karl Barth,
John Hick and George Lindbeck. Warning against both a simple

rejection or easy acceptance of the postmodern critique, Greer explores
the emergence of a new paradigm that can accommodate historically
orthodox Christianity, foster a new kind of ecumenism and avoid what he
calls the “dark side” of absolutism exposed by the postmodern critique.

Maintaining the balance between providing a clear, helpful survey
and not oversimplifying the issues, Greer offers the reader and teacher,
who might use this book as a course text, a number of helps. Study ques-
tions follow each chapter, an appendix provides succinct descriptions of
the five major paradigms he uses to trace out Western intellectual history,
and he provides a glossary of key terms found throughout the book. This
book will be a welcome help to those wanting a clear and careful map
through the debates over postmodernism in and around the church. 

“Greer’s map provides the educated Christian with a helpful orientation to locate

the positions people have taken when postmodernism intersects the faith. He does

this with a user-friendly grid that is neither simplistic nor in the academic strato-

sphere. And he explores this terrain as one who is on his own journey among

Roman Catholics and Protestant fundamentalists. He rightly chastens conservatives

and liberals alike for their reliance on modernity’s promise of a universal human

foundation upon which to anchor faith. He commends us to do what some folks

have reminded us to do all along: to ground our faith in a relationship with the God

revealed in Christ and alive in us through the Holy Spirit. This gives Greer a criti-

cal calm rather than a reactionary alarm that helps us to recognize the opportunities

postmodernism affords the church to articulate her faith in fresh ways and the chal-

lenge postmodernism poses when it steers us toward ‘radical relativism.’” 

Dennis Okholm, professor of theology, Azusa Pacific University ■
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microenterprise. Instead, Rundle and Steffen
suggest that Christian entrepreneurs can

launch expressly Christian companies
that bring economic development and
benefit to an area while simultaneously
creating avenues for evangelization and
church planting. Case studies of Great
Commission Companies like Pura Vida

Coffee provide real-world examples of
how business enterprises can be mission-

ally strategic. Kingdom-minded business
professionals and MBA students, take note! 
In order to be soundly evangelical, any such

new developments in global mission must be
informed by Scripture. In the West, however, what
Scripture has to say about mission has too often
been read through Western eyes—shaded by the
West’s history of nation-building and imperial con-
quest. What is needed, and what is now available
in The Message of Mission by Vinoth Ramachandra
and Howard Peskett, is a biblical theology of mis-
sion that is truly holistic, drawing from insights
both Western and Eastern. 

This volume in The Bible
Speaks Today (Bible Themes
Series) begins with the question of
Jesus—who he is and the subse-
quent implications for his church
and for the creation that owes its
existence to him. From here the
authors comment on the limits of
human sovereignty and the special

mission given humanity by God in Genesis, the
place of disappointment and suffering in the
advancement of God’s cause on earth, the values of
incarnation and witness, God’s purposes for the
world, and the acts of the Trinity in redeeming the
world. We are left with a liberating picture of the
church in the world, called from everywhere and
sent everywhere with a singular message: “God, the
God with stretched-out arms, . . . will never disap-
point us, for all his promises will come to pass.”

If you’re hungry for a thorough exploration of
biblical texts related to mission, a clear picture of
the current missiological landscape or a hopeful
profile of how mission may extend itself in the new
global economy, IVP’s latest crop of mission books
will satisfy your cravings and germinate your think-
ing about your place in God’s campaign. This
would be a good time for your eyes to be bigger
than your stomachs.

Astute observers of IVP’s book release  
schedules may notice that every

few years, we tend to publish a whole
bunch of mission-related titles all at
once. This is because of Inter-
Varsity’s Urbana Student Mission
Convention, a triennial gathering at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign where some 20,000 stu-
dents are challenged to participate in
the work of global mission. In anticipa-
tion of Urbana 03 this December, IVP is
releasing several key missiological texts that should
be of particular interest to mission instructors, stu-
dents and professionals.

First, we are pleased to
announce The New Global Mission
by veteran missiologist and theolo-
gian Samuel Escobar. One of the
leading Latin American evangelical
voices, Escobar provides an eru-
dite and accessible introduction to
missiology. Most distinctive in his
approach is his highlighting of the

changing face of global Christianity. As Philip
Jenkins has noted in The Next Christendom, the cen-
ters of Christianity have shifted to the Southern
Hemisphere, and so Escobar explores the implica-
tions of this for Christian mission. No longer is
mission conducted from “the West to the rest” the
new realities of the twenty-first century mean that
mission is a truly global endeavor conducted by a
global church. 

(Escobar’s book is also the first volume in our
new series Christian Doctrine in Global
Perspective, in which a team of international, evan-
gelical authors explore classic theological categories
from distinctively non-Western points of view. Stay
tuned for more info on future volumes!)

Globalization is also a key fac-
tor in economist Steve Rundle and
missiologist Tom Steffen’s new
book, Great Commission Companies.
They argue that the new realities
of international trade and inter-
connected economies offer
unprecedented opportunities for
businesspeople to get involved in

global mission. This goes beyond traditional cate-
gories of “tentmaking” missions or vehicles like
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The annual joint meeting of the American
Academy of Religion and the Society for

Biblical Literature is November 22-25 in Atlanta,
Georgia. Be sure to visit the IVP booth (number
1507 on your floor map). The conference dis-
count on all books will be 50%.

Also be sure to join us for a celebration of
the publication of the Dictionary of the Old

Testament: Pentateuch as we consider “The State
of Evangelical Pentateuchal Scholarship Today”
in the Montreal/Vancouver Room of the Hyatt
Regency Atlanta, Sunday, November 23 from
8:00 to 10:00 p.m.  ■
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